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Review 09 - Frontiers of Planning: Visionary future for Human Settlements 

This latest version of the Review provides members with 12 invited quality papers focused on the theme of 

“FRONTIERS OF PLANNING”, parallel to the Brisbane Congress theme. The book “is about a changing world and 

about changing planning practice”, and comprises many diversified innovative ideas and recognized cases. 

Besides the editorial by the Editor’s team, the Review also includes two Forewords by President Milica 

Bajic-Brkovic and Professor John Minnery, the Head of Brisbane Congress LOC. As previous version, it tried 

to demonstrate the global image of our Society. Meanwhile the hosting country Australia and its environing 

region are well represented.  

 

Contents of Review 9: 

 Climate Change, the Future, and the Frontier for Planning - Ethan Seltzer 

 The Influence of Planning Standards on the Long Term Sustainability of Settlements: Evidence from Dar 

es Salaam - Wolfgang Scholz, Janepher Shedrack, Tanya Dayaram, Peter Robinson 

 Cross Border Planning and Cooperation in A Trinational Agglomeration Area - Nicole Wirz Schneider 

 Urban Regeneration and Its Role in City Planning: Perspectives from Spain - Juan Luis de las Rivas Sanz 

 Canberra as an Exemplar of International Orientations in City and Regional Planning - Karl F. Fischer, 

James Weirick 

 Investigating the Motivations, Rhetoric and Controversy Surrounding Recent Planning Reforms in New 

South Wales, Australia and Ontario, Canada - Laura Schatz, Awais Piracha 

 Auckland, New Zealand 2040: A Resilient, Linear City-Region - Dushko Bogunovich 

 Planning In Oceania: The Case of Tonga - George Mal Horner 

 Urban and Social Planning Through Public-Private Partnership: The Case of The Bonnyrigg Living 

Communities Project, Sydney Australia -Dallas Rogers 

 Beautiful China: The Experience of Jiangsu’s Rural Village Improvement Program - Fulong Wu, Lan Zhou 

 Planning for Low Carbon Eco-cities in China - New Pathways - Stanley C. T. Yip 

 The Big Jump Forwards: An Example of China’s Pursuit towards a New Pattern of Growth - Hongyang 

Wang, Martin Dubbeling. 

 

After one year hard work by the Editorial Group, which consisted of VP Publications Shi Nan, Jim Colman 

and Chris Gossop as Editors, Lucian Perici as Coordinator, and Ricardo Moura as Art Designer, and thanks to 

the Sponsorship by Urban Planning Society of China (UPSC), the 210 pages color printed Review 09 was 

presented to Congress participants on October 1, 2013. 

 

 

  



Due to the limited budget, the VP Publications successfully found sponsorship from China to support the 

printing and delivery of Review. UPSC as the partner to sponsor: 

Book Printing:           €4757.87 

Book Voucher Printing:        €38.74 

Transportation: Beijing – Brisbane (air cargo):    €359.88 

Beijing – The Hague (sea mail)   €238.74 

Total:           €5395.23 

 

 

Publishing Policy: Transforming Review 

To adapt the changing reading habit, and think about Society’s fiscal constrain, look into the possibility of an 

online publication format, while keeping the conventional printed book in limited numbers. 

 

To promote this publication and the Society, explore the external market by negotiating with our Publisher 

partner Blauwdruk Publishers (Scape) and seeking sponsorship for Printing. 

 

Increasing the Society’s Visibility in China 

Support VP UPAT’s service in China:  

UPAT in Shantou; 

UPAT in Nanjing with parallel technical service from UPSC to client; 

Support Award winner Professor Hongyang Wang organize ISOCARP related workshop; 

Support VP YPP seek potential to host a YPP in China 

Invite ISOCARP VP and Members as Keynote Speakers at high profile Chinese conferences; 

Promote ISOCARP Congress/activities/events/membership etc 

On UPSC’s official website: www.planning.org.cn 

Via UPSC’s official weibo (online media) 

On UPSC’s journal: CITY PLANNING REVIEW (Monthly in Chinese) and CHINA CITY PLANNING REVIEW (quarterly 

in English) 

Provide ISOCARP members with free access to CHINA CITY PLANNING REVIEW. 

 

 

Plans for 2014 

 

ISOCARP Review - A quality reference for members and beyond 

The ISOCARP Review is the flagship publication of the Society and an acknowledged reference book for 

professional planners and planning academia. With recognized cases of best planning practices and 

excellent printing production, it has been a major output at the occasion of ISOCARP World Congresses 

complementary to congress’ activities and proceedings since 2005.  

 

The upcoming Review 10 will demonstrate the quality tradition of Society’s publications. To accomplish this 

mission, an open process will be followed: 

 Discussion about the book theme - the book will focus, but not limited to the Gdynia Congress 

theme: Urban Transformations - Cities and Water. Discussion will be encouraged among members 

over the book theme. It might take a different title from the Congress theme as we did in the past 2 

years. 

 Debate on the structure of the book – the book is usually composed of invited papers from reputed 

http://www.planning.org.cn/


authors/cases, which are usually streamlined into subthemes of the book. Members are welcome 

to propose such authors/cases for the book in conformity with the book theme. 

 Team work for the editorship – VP Publication will invite experienced candidates to consortium an 

Editorial Board. The Board will work together very closely and consult EXCO members occasionally 

to guarantee the standard of all manuscripts and illustrations in the book. 

 Quality design and printing – professional book designer will join the team and top printer will be 

contracted. 

 Free copy access for all members – the book will be launched at the Gdynia Congress and will be 

presented to all congress participants. Members absent from the Congress will get her/his free 

copy afterwards. 

 

At the same time, the VP Publications will promote the Review by: 

 Exploring the possibility to enter a partnership with academic/professional publisher, looking at the 

external market; 

 Continuing negotiations with online publisher to set up Review back issues archive, giving the 

privilege to member’s access; 

 Investigating the possibility to sell the Review online; 

 Looking for possible event/activity promotion opportunities 

 Being open to potential regional sale agent. 

 

 

ISOCARP – UPSC partnership 

 As the only EXCO member from China, VP Publications Shi Nan will strengthen the partnership between 

ISOCARP and China based on the existing ISOCARP-UPSC MOU; 

 Increase ISOCARP’s visibility in China, the world’s biggest growing planning consulting market; 

 Promote ISOCARP’s events/activities/publications in China through UPSC’s organization, network, 

affiliation, journals, official website and other online media; 

 Co-organize event/activities in China with UPSC and/or other Chinese organization/agencies. Such 

event/activities will include at least The Annual Planning Conference of China 2014, 3rd International 

Symposium on Urban Development in Mountain Areas; 

 Promote ISOCARP’s service/activities in China: continue UPAT in Chinese cities, organize YPP in a 

Chinese city; 

 Link ISOCARP members with their Chinese counterparts. 

 Extend free access for ISOCARP members to UPSC’s journal, a peer reviewed academic quarterly CHINA 

CITY PLANNING REVIEW. 

 


